The achromatic number of a graph G is the largest number of colors that can be assigned to the vertices of G so that (i) adjacent vertices are assigned different colors, and (ii) any two different colors are assigned to some pair of adjacent vertices. We study the achromatic number from the point of view of computational complexity. We show that, for each fixed integer n, there is an algorithm which, for an arbitrary graph G, determines in time 0( 1 E(G)1 ) whether the achromatic number of G is at least n. In contrast to this, we show that when n is part of the input, the problem is NP-complete even when restricted to bipartite graphs. The complexity of determining the achromatic number of a tree is unknown. We present polynomial algorithms to solve this problem for several classes of trees, and provide upper bounds on the achromatic number of a tree in terms of the maximum degree and the number of edges.
adjacent vertices are assigned different colors, and (ii) any two different colors are assigned to some pair of adjacent vertices. In intuitive terms, one is trying to color G (in the usual sense of vertex colorings) with as many colors as possible without being obviously wasteful, i.e., so that no two different color-classes can be coalesced into one. In fact, achr(G) is a reasonable upper bound on how badly a greedy (or sequential) coloring algorithm can color G.
How difficult is it to compute achr(G)? The following problem was shown to be NP-complete by Yannakakis and Gavril [ 151. Achromatic number problem: Given a graph G and an integer n, is achr(G) 3 n? (The proof of this result actually establishes the NP-completeness of the achromatic number problem for graphs whose complements are bipartite.) We will show that the following problem is NP-complete:
Exact bipartite achromatic number problem: If G is a bipartite graph with (;) edges, is achr( G) = n?
In contrast, we first prove that for any lixed integer n there is an algorithm which, for an arbitrary graph G, determines in time O( IE( G)I ) whether achr(G) 2 n. An interesting aspect of the above theorem is its nonconstructive proof. We will demonstrate the existence of such an algorithm for each n, but can only exhibit these algorithms for very small values of n (n < 4).
The marked contrast between this theorem and the NP-completeness claim preceding it suggests that the "hard part" of computing the achromatic number concerns graphs in which the achromatic number grows with the size of the graph. It is easy to see from the definition of the achromatic number that a graph G with achr(G) > n must have at least (';) edges. In the next section we therefore only consider graphs with ("2) edges. First we establish a Hall-like necessary condition for any graph G with (';) edges to satisfy achr( G) = n. Next we derive conditions that will guarantee that certain sparse eulerian graphs with (;) edges have achromatic number n. The latter result is applied to the following problem: Exact tree achromatic number problem: If T is a tree with ("2) edges and maximum degree <n, is achr(T) = n? We do not know if this is an NP-complete problem, but we do have polynomial-time-bounded algorithms for two special cases of this problem: (A) for trees with fewer than k endpoints (where k is a fixed constant) and (B) for trees with more than (n ; ' ) endpoints. Case A is derived from our theorem on eulerian graphs; Case B is reduced to bipartite matching.
Finally we turn our attention to trees with bounded degree, and relate their number of edges with their achromatic number. Stated as bounds for the achromatic number of a tree in terms of the number of edges and the degree bound, it allows us to derive a number of interesting corollaries, including the following two facts: (i) The achromatic number of a tree T with m edges and maximum degree at most (4m)1/4 is at least &z. (Note that if G is any graph with m edges then the achromatic number of G is asymptotically at most 6.)
(ii) If T is a tree with maximum degree less than n and at least 3(';) edges, then achr( T) > n. ( We give examples of trees with maximum degree less than n and about 2 (;) edges that have achromatic number at most n.)
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
For a graph G = ( V, E) with X E I/ and u E V, we let G[X] denote the subgraph induced by X, G\X denote the subgraph induced by V/X, and deg, (u) (or deg(u)) denote the degree of U. We also let
An n-coloring of a graph G = ( V, E) is a partition of V into n independent sets V,, V2, V3 ,..., Vn. A compZete n-coloring of G is an n-coloring of G with the additional property that, for each l\< i < j< n, there is an edge uv E E with u E Vi and 2, E V,. In this terminology the achromatic number of G is the largest integer n such that G has a complete n-coloring.
A homomorphism of a graph G to a graph H is a mapping f: V(G) -+ V(H) which preserves edges, i.e., f(u)f(v) E E(H) whenever uu E E(G). Iff: G + H is a homomorphism, then the graph f(G), with vertex set f( V(G)) and edge set (f'(u) f(u): uv E E(G) >, is a subgraph of H, called the homomorphic image of G under J: If f(G) = H then "f is an epimorphism (full epimorphism ). An isomorphism is a bijective homomorphism whose inverse is also a homomorphism. The abbreviations G-+H and G-++H indicate, respectively, the existence of a homomorphism and epimorphism of G to H. Observe that an n-coloring of G corresponds to a homomorphism of G to K,, since the preimage of each vertex in K,, is an independent set in G. Also, a complete n-coloring of G corresponds to an epimorphism of G to K,,. Thus, and achr(G) = max(n: G -K,}, where chr(G) denotes the chromatic number of G.
Notice that G + H implies chr( G) < chr(H), since, if f: G + H and c: H-, K,, then c of: G -+ K,,. Similarly, G -++ H implies achr( G) 2 achr(H). Additionally, it is not difficult to see that achr(G) > achr(G'), for each induced subgraph G' of G. An edge-monomorphism of G to H is a homomorphism of G to H which is injective on edges, i.e., if UZJ # U'V' then f( u)S( v) #f( u')f(v'). Observe that if G has exactly (;) edges then a complete n-coloring of G corresponds to an edge-monomorphism of G to K,,. A p-image of G is a homomorphic image of G under some edge-monomorphism.
In this terminology, we find, for example, that a graph is eulerian if and only if it is a p-image of a cycle.
A congruence on G is an equivalence relation on V(G) whose classes are independent sets. Evidently, every homomorphism$ G -+ H induces a congruence on G, namely the equivalence relation with classes f-'(u) for u E V(H). Conversely, for every congruence -on G we can define the quotient graph, G/ -, whose vertices correspond to the classes of -, two vertices being adjacent if G has at least one edge joining the corresponding classes. There is a canonical epimorphism, f: G + G/ -, taking each vertex to the class that contains it. Clearly, f induces -. An epimorphism e: G + H is called an elementary homomorphism if it induces a congruence which has one class containing two vertices, and the remaining classes each contain one vertex. We can view an elementary homomorphism as an identification of two nonadjacent vertices. Clearly, any epimorphism is a composition of elementary homomorphisms.
Let f and g be functions from the positive integers to the positive reals. Then we say that f is O(g) if there exist positive constants, c1 and c2, and an integer no such that c,g(n) <f(n) 6 c,g(n) for every n > no.
LINEAR ALGORITHM FOR FIXED k
For a graph G = ( V, E) and vertex v E V, we let N(v) denote the neighbourhood of v, i.e., the set (u: uv E E}. The relation on V defined by x-y if N(x)=N( ) y is a congruence on G, called the reducing congruence. The classes of this congruence will be called r.c. classes. A graph is kreduced if each r.c. class has cardinality at most k. We note that any graph G has, up to isomorphism, exactly one maximal k-reduced induced subgraph. A l-reduced graph is usually called irreducible [ 71.
The following theorem appears in [7] . (The theorem can also be derived from [S] and the best known upper bound on the function f appears in WI-) THEOREM 3.1. There is a function f: N -+ N such that each irreducible graph with at least f (k) vertices has achromatic number at least k.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 appearing in [ 121 implies that, for each E > 0, the function exp(k'+' ) satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.1 for large enough values of k. We will use the following corollary of this theorem. Let V= (u,, v2,..., u,}. We assume that G is given by its adjacency lists, i.e., for each vertex vi we are given the set N(ui) as a list. The first step is to sort each adjacency list, i.e., to list, for each i, the elements of N(Ui) in the order Us,, ui, ,...) vi,, where i, < i, < * * * < i, and d = deg(ui). To do this, we build new lists LI, L2,..., L, as follows. To begin, each list Li is empty. We scan the current adjacency lists in the order N(u,), N(Q), An,..., N(u,). When N(vi) is scanned, we add 21, to the end of each list Lj such that Vj E N(vi). It is clear that this produces sorted adjacency lists in time ww)I )-
The next step is to build the lists Ri, RZ, R3 ,..., and Ni, NZ, Ni ,..., until we either find that there are at least f(k) r.c. classes or find all of the r.c. classes, if there are fewer than f(k) of them. To do this, we consider the vertices in the order ul, u2, u3 ,..., u,. Suppose that, among the first p vertices, we have build j (partial) r.c. classes, R1, R2,..., Rj, and their respective (sorted) neighborhood lists, N1, N2,..., Nj. Suppose, too, that j<f(k).
We now wish to decide if U, + 1 belongs to any of these r.c. classes or a new one. Naturally, the above algorithm is linear only if k is fixed; the coefficients in the linear bound on the number of operations performed by the algorithm exhibit a highly superpolynomial growth in k, since they reflect the effort of the exhaustive search for all graphs with fewer than f(k) vertices. We note that any function f satisfying Theorem 3.1 has and so the growth in terms of k is rather astronomical. (To see this lower bound onf, consider the graph Kk-3 together with 3 * 2k-3 vertices a,, b,, cs, SC V(Kk-,),
where each a, is adjacent to each b,, and each a,, b,, and cs is adjacent to all vertices SE S; it is easy to see that this graph is irreducible and has achromatic number k -1.) Considerable effort could be saved if we had available a well-organized list of all graphs with fewer than f(k) vertices and achromatic number less than k. Such lists exist for k < 4 [7] , organized by the quotients of the reducing congruences; they are not too long and embody a fairly practical linear-time algorithm to determine if achr( G) > k for small values of k.
NP-COMPLETENESS RESULTS
Many graph theory problems that have. been studied from the point of view of computational complexity can be phrased in terms of graph homomorphisms, e.g., Since the achromatic number problem is a subproblem of the epimorphism problem, the latter problem is NP-complete. However, unlike the preceding problems, the tree epimorphism problem is also NP-complete. This result, due to Farber, was announced in [S] . The proof is somewhat similar to our proof of the NP-completeness of the bipartite exact achromatic number problem, and so we include it here. 
ProoJ
Since the tree epimorphism problem is clearly in NP, it suffices to polynomially transform some NP-complete problem to the tree epimorphism problem.
The following problem is called PARTITION: (Instance) Positive integers k, n, a,, a2,..., a,, such that k divides x1= 1 ai. (Question) Is there a partition S,, S2 ,..., Sk of { 1,2 ,..., n) such that ifandonlyif(i-l)B<j<iB.
Thus, T, has one "v" vertex for each number aj, and each vJ is adjacent to aj endvertices, while T2 has one "w" vertex for each set of the potential partition, and each Wi is adjacent to B endvertices. Since Max{k, n, a,, a2 ,..., a,) <p(log k + log n + Cr= 1 log ai), the size of the trees is polynomial in the size of the given instance of PARTITION-p. We claim that T1 + T2 if and only if there is a partition S1, S2,..., S, of { 1, L, n) such that Ci~ s, aj = B for each j E ( 1,2 ,..., k}. The proof of this claim will establish the required polynomial transformation.
Suppose that S1, S2,..., Sk is such a partition of { 1, 2 ,..., n). Define f: { r, Vl, v2,-, v, 1-t S, WI, W2 ,..., u'k} by f(r)=S and f(Vi)= Wj if iESj. Clearly, f can be extended to an epimorphism f: T1 -+ T2. Conversely, suppose g: T, + T2 is an epimorphism. Then it is easy to see that g(r) = s and A{ Vl, f-J2,-**, v, 1) = (u'l, W2Y, wk}. We obtain the required partition by letting Sj= (i: viEg-'(wi)) for eachj. 1 
Proox
This problem is clearly in NP. We will polynomially transform PARTITION-p to the bipartite exact achromatic number problem. Let k, n, a,, a2 ,..., a,, be an instance of PARTITION-p, and let B be that positive integer satisfying XI= 1 ai = kB. We may assume that k > 1 and k = 1 (mod 4), for, if not, we could consider the instance k + c, n + c, 4, a2,. .., a,, a,,,,..., a,,,, where l,<c<4, k+c=l (mod4) and a,+i=B for i = 1, 2,..., c. Clearly the first instance has the desired partition if and only if the second does. Moreover, this transformation is polynomial.
K
The required bipartite graph G consists of the disjoint union of C("), &I, 3'..9 Kl,un, and the graph H defined as follows: Clearly H is bipartite. Since k -l(mod 4), C(k) is also bipartite. Thus G is bipartite. Moreover, it is straightforward to v,'rify that /E(G)/ = (QB+:)+ l). Since max( k, n, a, ,..., a,> \<p(log k + log n + C;= 1 log ai), the size of G is polynomial in the size of the given instance of PARTITION-p. Thus, it suffices to show that there is a partition S1, S2 ,..., Sk of { 1,2 ,..., n> such that is easy to 'see that the only elementary homomorphisms of H which are also edge-monomorphisms are the identification of a "u" vertex and a "y" vertex, or the identification of a "u" vertex and a "v" vertex. Moreover, at most one identification of the second type can be made without identifying two edges. Thus, if we identify, say, vi and ufi, then the other elementary homomorphisms must be identifications of "y" vertices and "u" vertices. Indeed, all but one "y" vertex must be identified with a "u" vertex. But then the total number of edges mapped amongst the "u" vertices would be at least (k -1) B + (",") -r (kB -1)/21> (","), since k > 2. In that case, at least two edges must be identified, i.e., f' is not an edge-monomorphism.
It follows that the "JJ" vertices are identified with the "u" vertices in a one-toone fashion. Since no two edges are identified, all non-edges amongst the "u" vertices are covered. Consequently, the complement of H' consists of an isolated vertex, X, and a graph H* which is a complete graph on the vertices ul, u2 ,..., uk, with a K,,, "hanging" from each vi. Since f is an edgemonomorphism of G onto K,, it induces an edge-monomorphism, f *, of Q" UI= 1 Kl,,, to H*. The structure of these graphs ensures that f * maps C k onto the complete graph Kk, and the stars onto the K1,B'~. This (3) mapping-defines the required partition. 1
GRAPHS WITH ("2) EDGES
In light of Theorem 4.2, it is unlikely to find a co-NP description of those graphs with (';) edges and achromatic number n, since the existence of such a description would imply that NP = co-NP. Nevertheless, it is possible to find interesting polynomially verifiable conditions that would ensure that a graph with (';) edges has achromatic number less than n. One such condition is that G have a vertex of degree at least n, since if IE(G)I = ("2) and achr( G) = n then no two edges can be colored by the same pair of colors in any complete n-coloring of G. Another condition is that G have a vertex cover of cardinality at most n -2. (Indeed, achr(G) < n for any graph G with a vertex cover of cardinality at most n -2, regardless of the number of edges, since, in any coloring, every edge must have one of its ends colored one of the, at most, n -2 colors appearing in the vertex cover.) Both of these conditions can be viewed as special cases of the next result.
For a graph G = ( V, E) and set WE V, let E& W) be the number of edges of G with both ends in W, and let 6,(W) be the number of edges of G with exactly one end in ?V. We note that the converse to Theorem 5.1 is false. For example, it does not hold for the tree in Fig. 1 .
Another simple condition that would ensure that a graph with (;) edges has achromatic number less than n is given in the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
If G is an eulerian graph with (z) edges, where n is
even, then achr(G) < n.
ProoJ
Suppose G has (;) edges and achr(G) = n. Then K, is a p-image of G. It is straightforward to verify that any p-image of an eulerian graph is eulerian. Since K,, is eulerian if and only if n is odd, we find that either n is odd or G is not eulerian. 1
In contrast to Proposition 5.2, our next result gives interesting conditions which guarantee that certain eulerian graphs with (;) edges have This theorem is an immediate consequence of the next proposition. Let G = (V, E) be a graph, let XC V and let t >, 3. We let Gx,t denote an arbitrary graph which can be obtained from G by identifying any one vertex of X with any one vertex of a cycle C,, of length t which is disjoint from G. We also let Gx,o = G and G, = G V,t. Suppose G is an eulerian graph with (';) -t edges, where n is odd, n 2 g(k, I), and t = 0 or 3 < t < 2n -1. Suppose further that X is a set of at most k vertices containing all branch points of G and such that G\X has at most 1 components. Then achr(G,,) = n.
Before proving Proposition 5.4, we present a simple lemma. Proof Let n 2 6 and let m be the greatest odd integer such that (y)<n-3. Let s= ('-;') and t =n-s. Then t is G(n"'). Let G' be the homomorphic image of C, obtained by identifying two vertices of distance t from each other. Then G' consists of two cycles, C, and C,, which have one common vertex. Since m is odd, K, is eulerian, and so c(s) = m. Thus c(n) < m + t, which is O(n'12). 1
Proof of Proposition 5.4. We prove that g(k, I) exists for each k and 1 by induction on 1. Let k be arbitrary, but fixed. Let G be an eulerian graph with at most k branch points, and exactly ("2) -t edges, where n is large and odd, and t =0 or 3 < t < 2n -1. Let XC V(G) satisfy (i) (XI f k, (ii) G\X has at most 1 components, and (iii) X contains all branch points of G. Let P be a largest component of G\X. Observe that P is a path, and that (unless P is the trivial path) each endvertex of P is adjacent to exactly one vertex of X, and each vertex of P is of degree 2 in G.
Suppose I= 1. We consider two cases. First, suppose that the endvertices of P are adjacent to the same vertex, say v, in X. Then {v} u V(P) induces a cycle C in G. Thus G[X] = G\ V(P) is eulerian. Let G' be a p-image of G,,\ W') = G WI t with as few vertices as possible. Then G' is eulerian. Also, since t < 2n -1 and G[X] has at most (';) edges, where k is fixed, it follows from Lemma 5.5 that 1 V(G')I is O(n'/*). Thus, ) V(G')I < n, if n is sufficiently large. Let G* be the complement of G' in K,,. Then G* is connected and all vertices of G* have even degree, i.e., G* is eulerian. Hence, G* is a p-image of C, whence K, is a p-image of GX,t, i.e., achr( G,,) = n (if n is sufficiently large).
We next consider the case in which the endvertices of P are not adjacent to the same vertex in X. Observe that ( V(P)/ is @(n*). Thus, ( V(P)1 b 5, if n is large enough. Let U, and u2 be the endvertices of P, and let H be the homomorphic image of G obtained by identifying u1 and v2 (call the newly created vertex v*). Then H is a p-image of G, if n is sufficiently large. Let Y = Xu (v* >. Then 1 YI < k + 1, H\Y has one component, P*, and Y contains all branch points of H. Moreover, the endvertices of P* are adjacent to the same vertex in Y. Thus, by the argument given above, achr( Hy,t) = n, if n is sufficiently large. Thus achr(G,,) = n, if n is sufficiently large. Now, suppose that I> 1 and that g(k', I-1) is defined for each k'. Observe that r -)E(P)I is O(n2). We consider two cases, as above. Suppose the endvertices of P are adjacent to the same vertex, say V, of X. Then V(P) u (u} induces a cycle, C, of length r + 2. Let G* = G\ V(P). Observe that G* is eulerian, G*\X has at most 1-1 components, and X contains all branch points of G *. Let m be the smallest odd integer such that either lW*)I = ('3 or IE(G*)I < (7) -3. Then n-m is O(n), since (E(P)1 is @(n2). Let q = ('-;') -IE(G*)(. Then q = 0 or 3 <q 6 2m -1. Thus q = O(n), and SO q < IE(P)I + 3 if n is sufficiently large. If q # 0 then we identify one vertex of P with ZJ to "pinch" C into two cycles, C, , of length q, and C2, of length Y + 2 -q. Let H be the resulting homomorphic image of G. Observe that H\( V(C,)\{u}) = G$,,. Let G' be a p-image of G$,, with as few vertices as possible. Then G' is eulerian. Also, by the inductive hypothesis, IV(G')l =m if m>,g(k, I-1). Otherwise, 1 V(G')I < 1 Y(Gc,,)l < m* < g(k, I-1)2, which is a constant. Thus n -I V(G')( is O(n), since yt -m is o(n). By Lemma 5.5, Gi has a ,+&age H' with at most I V(G')( + G(nl'*) vertices, since t < 2n -1. Hence, if n is sufficiently large, we have I V(H')( <n -1. Observe that H' is eulerian. Thus, the complement, H*, of H' in K,, is a connected graph all of whose vertices have even degree, i.e., H* is eulerian. Moreover, (E( H* )( = Y + 2 -q. Thus H* is a p-image of C2. It follows that K,, is a p-image of G,,,, i.e., achr(G,,) = n, if n is sufficiently large.
The case in which the endvertices of P are not adjacent to the same vertex of X is treated as in the base case, I= 1. 1 From Theorem 5.3 we can deduce an interesting result concerning trees. THEOREM 5.6 . Suppose T is a tree with at most k endvertices and exactly (I;) edges, where n is odd and large with respect to k (say n 2 g(k, 2k), where g is the function in Theorem 5.3). Then achr(T) = n if and only if T has an eulerian p-image.
ProojI If achr( T) = n then K, is an eulerian p-image of T, since n is odd and II?(T)\ = (';).
Suppose G = ( I/*, E* ) is an eulerian p-image of T. Then the preimage of each v E V* contains an even number of odd degree vertices of T, since v has even degree. Thus we can pair the odd degree vertices of T in the preimage of v for each v E V *. Consider the p-image H of T obtained by choosing such a pairing of the odd degree vertices of T and identifying only these pairs of vertices. Each vertex of H has even degree, and so H is eulerian. Moreover, the number of branch points of H equals the number of branch points of T, which is less than k; and the number of petals of H is at most 2k. Thus, if n >, g(k, 2k) then achr( H) = n, by Theorem 5.3, and so achr( T) = n. 1 COROLLARY 5.1. For each k, there is a polynomial algorithm which, given a tree T with (';) edges and at most k endvertices, will determine whether achr( T) = n.
Proof: If n is odd and n 2 g(k, 2k), then we consider all pairings of the, at most 2k -2, odd degree vertices of T to see if some such pairing yields an edge-monomorphism, as in the proof of Theorem 5.6. If so, then achr(T) = n; otherwise achr(T) <n. If n is even and n > 2k, then achr( T) < n. To see this, observe that if achr( T) = n, i.e., if K,, is a p-image of T, then each vertex of K, must have at least one odd degree vertex of T in its preimage. But T has fewer than 2k odd degree vertices. Finally, if n is small, i.e., n 6 max{ 2k, g(k, 2k)}, then one can determine if achr( T) = n by exhaustive search. u To concretely specify the above algorithm we would of course need to provide a function g whose existence is claimed in Proposition 5.4. (The proof of that Proposition does offer means to obtain such a g.) In contrast to this corollary, which pertains to tree with few endvertices, our next result pertains to trees with few non-endvertices. THEOREM 5.8 . There is a polynomial algorithm which, given any tree T with (';) edges and at least (,,; l ) + 1 endvertices, will determine whether achr( T) = n.
Proof:
If T has at least (n; ') + 2 endvertices, then it has a vertex cover of cardinality at most n -2. Thus achr( T) < n -1. Suppose T has (';) edges and exactly (n; ') + 1 endvertices. Suppose achr( T) = n. Then no two of the n -1 internal vertices of T can be assigned the same color in any complete n-coloring of T. With this in mind, we reduce the problem of deciding if achr( 2") = n to a bipartite matching problem. Let { ul, u2,..., u,-1 } be the set of internal vertices of T and let v. be a vertex not in V(T). Color all edges in T[ ZJ~, v2 ,..., U, _ 1] black, and color all other edges of T blue. In addition, for each i, jE (0, l,..., n -1 > with i #j, if Uizlli 4 E(T), then add it as a red edge. Clearly, achr( 2") = n if and only if the blue edges can be "folded down" onto the red edges, so that all red edges are covered. We construct a bipartite graph GT which has one vertex for each blue edge and one vertex for each red edge. We join a blue-edge vertex to a red-edge vertex if the corresponding edges have a common endpoint. Then, clearly, achr( T) = n if and only if GT has a perfect matching. Thus, any bipartite matching algorithm can be applied, e.g., [9] . This yields a polynomial algorithm, since the size of G is polynomial in the size of T. 1
TREES WITH BOUNDED DEGREE
While it is possible to find arbitrarily large graphs with small achromatic number (e.g., achr(K,,,) = 2 for every n and m), this cannot happen if we consider only graphs with bounded degrees and no isolated vertices. Indeed, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that, for each n and k, there are (modulo isolated vertices) only finitely many graphs with maximum degree at most n and achromatic number at most k. It is therefore reasonable to seek lower bounds on the achromatic number in terms of the maximum degree and the number of edges, or, alternatively, to seek upper bounds on the number of edges that a graph can have if its achromatic number and maximum degree are bounded. In this section we investigate this problem for trees. Any graph with fewer than ("f l ) edges has achromatic number at most k. Also there are trees with (k -1) n edges, maximum degree n and -achromatic number at most k (e.g., any tree obtained from the disjoint union of k -1 copies of K,,, by identifying some of the endvertices). From these observations it can be deduced that our bounds are within a multiple (2.25) of best possible for every y1 and k. We leave the details to the reader. LEMMA 6.2. Let T = (V, E) be a tree with at least n + 2j vertices and maximum degree at most n. Then there is a subtree Tj = (Vj, Ej) with 1 q V'j 1 < max (2j, n + j -1 > such that v\ Vj has at least j vertices of even distance t0 Vjs Proof. We begin by establishing two claims. Claim 1. Each u E V is contained in a subtree T, = (V,, E,) with the property that v\ V, has at least j vertices of even distance to V,.
Proof of Claim 1. Since 1 VI b n + 2j and deg(u) < n, either the tree consisting solely of u or the tree induced by u and all of its neighbors satisfies the required condition.
Claim 2. Let T* = (V*, E*) be a maximal subtree with the property that qV* has at least j vertices of even distance to V*, and suppose that T[ \ V*] is disconnected. Then 1 q V*l < 2j. We now use the above claims to complete the proof of the lemma. Let 7" = ( Vi, E') be a subtree with the maximum number of vertices subject to the condition that v\Vi has at least j vertices of even distance to Vi. If Fig. 2 ). Thus, VI> VJ vj or V'Z ~j; the latter possibility, however, would contradict the maximality of 7". Therefore ( q vi) A ( v\ I") = a. Let ZJ be the root of T[ v\ V']. Observe that the subgraph f induced by X= ( V, n I") u (u, V} is connected. If there is a supertree S = (V,, E,) of ?!' contained in T with the property that WV, has at least j vertices of even distance to Vs then T[ v\ 1/,] is necessarily disconnected, by the maximality of Tj and T'. In that case, choosing S to be maximal, we have I v\ Vj I < 1 v\ I', ( < 2j, by Claim 2. Otherwise, the number of vertices of V/X of even distance to X is at most j-1. Also, the number of vertices of UX whose distance from X is odd but greater than 1 is at most j-1. Moreover, the number of vertices of UX of distance 1 to X is at most 2(n -1) since each such vertex is adjacent to u or v, and each of u and v is adjacent to some vertex in X. Consequently, I v\Xl < 2(n + j -2). Hence, I v\ V, I + ) v\ VI = IVVJ u uv?I = I v\( Vj n V')l = ) v\Xl + 2 < 2(n + j-1). Thus, I~VjI <n+j-1, by the choice of T'. i THEOREM 6.3. Let k, m, n be positive integers such that k 2 3 and every tree with m edges and maximum degree at most n has achromatic number at least k. Then every tree with m + max(2(k -1 ), n + k -2 > edges and maximum degree at most n has achromatic number at least k + 1.
Proof: Suppose T has maximum degree at most n and at least m + max(2(kl), n + k -2) edges. By the remarks following the statement of Theorem 6.1, we know that m > (k-2) n. Since k> 3, it follows that T has at least n + 2k vertices. Thus, by Lemma 6.2, T has a subtree T=(t',E') with I~V'I<max{2(k-l), n+k-2) such that v\ V' has at least k -1 vertices of even distance to V'. It follows that T' has at least m edges, and hence achr( T') > k. If achr( T') > k then achr( T) > k. Otherwise, given a complete k-coloring of T' using the colors, 1, 2,..., k, we obtain a complete k + l-coloring of T as follows. The colors of the vertices in V' remain the same, and we assign the color k + 1 to all vertices of odd distance to v'. We need to make sure that there is an edge whose ends are colored i and k + 1 for i = 1,2 ,..., k. Any edge joining a vertex of V' to a vertex of v\V' satisfies the requirement for one color. Since there are at least k -1 vertices in v\ V' of even distance to V', we can color those vertices with all of the remaining k -1 colors to obtain a complete k + 1 coloring of T. i
Proof of Theorem 6.1. It is easy to see that the bounds given are exact for k = 1 or 2. The case k >/ 3 follows by solving the recurrence in Theorem 6.3. We omit the details. 1 Theorem 6.1 can be used to obtain lower bounds on the achromatic number of a tree in terms of the number of edges and the maximum degree. ProoJ: The upper bound follows from the fact that any graph with achromatic number k has at least (';, edges.
The first lower bound is obtained from Theorem 6.1 by solving for k in the equation m = (k-2)(k-1) + ("1') + 1. The fact that this bound holds forallnfollowsfrom thefact that (k-2)(k-1)+(";1)>(k-2)n+(ky2) for all n, k E N, and hence the left hand side of this inequality is always an upper bound on the number of edges in a tree T with d(T) < n and achr(T) < k-1.
To obtain the second inequality, we first solve for x in the equation m=(x-1)x+(x-l)(x-2)/2+1,andfindthatx=~f(~m-~)'~2.Now, suppose achr( T) = k and n > 2 + ($m -g)l12.
If n-ck then k > L$ -n + (n2 -n + 2m -$)112 J, since the right-hand side of this inequality is no more than n + 1. If n >, k, then the fact that k 3 L$ -n + (n2 -n + 2m -$)112 J follows from Theorem 6.1 by solving for k in the equation m=(k-2)n+(k;2)+ 1. 1 COROLLARY 6.5. Every tree T= (V, E) with maximum degree at most (4 ( EJ)l14 has achromatic number at least (EJ '12.
COROLLARY 6.6. For every cl > 0 there exists a c2 > 0 such that achr( T) 2 c2 1 El 'I2 for every tree T = ( V, E) with maximum degree at most cl IE("2.
In Corollary 6.6 we may take c2 to be (1 -~:/2)l'~ if, say, c1 < 1, and (2 + c:)'j2 -c1 otherwise. We note that this corollary does not hold for bipartite graphs in general since, e.g., achr(E;,,,) = 2 for every n.
